Art & DT

RE

History

Can you remember the names of 2D
shapes from our Maths learning?

To continue your learning of the Islam faith, use the link below to watch
the BBC children’s videos explaining
Ramadan, which is an important time
for Muslims.

Research why we celebrate VE day on the
8th May.

Find a collection of different types of
paper and fabrics you have at home.
Use these materials to cut out various
shapes and then use them to create a collage picture.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/23286976

Now carry out some good
deeds and show kindness to
others each day.

Make Union Jack bunting to put up in your
windows.
Enjoy a picnic with your family and learn
the song Vera Lynn’s ‘We’ll Meet Again’ –
think about the meaning behind the song.

Home Learning Projects

Year 1: 4/5/20 - 15/5/20

Maths

English

Science

There are 7 days in a week . Name
the days and then write them, putting them in order as you go.

How many traditional
tales do you know that
are set in the woods?

How do plants drink
water?

What days do we usually go to school?
What days are weekend days?

Enjoy listening or reading a range of traditional stories set in the woods.

For some extra practice why not use the
link below and join in with the Super
Movers days of the week song!

Finally, have a Big Write session at home,
sit in a quiet space and retell your favourite traditional tale set in the woods.
Don’t forget those capital letters, full
stops and your neatest handwriting.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers/ks1english-days-of-the-week/zd8njhv

Conduct a Science experiment at home to observe how plants
drink water. All you will need is; Water,
Jug, Food colouring and celery/ carnation
flowers. Place the celery/ carnation in a
jug of water and add food colouring.
Leave and observe each day to see what
happens. Write a diary of what you can
see each day.

